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English - Writing

AO 1

Write interest ing, 
imaginat ive and thought ful  
texts

AO2

Produce texts appropriate to 
task, purpose, audience and 
text  type

AO3

Organise ideas and whole texts 
ef fect ively

Construct  paragraphs and l ink 
paragraphs together ef fect ively

AO4

Use a variety of  sentence st ructures for 
clarity, purpose and ef fect .

Write using a range of  correct  
punctuat ion

(assessed in Literature too)

AO5

Use appropriate and 
ef fect ive vocabulary

Use correct  spel l ing

My writ ing usually keeps the reader 
interested.

I can create atmosphere and a specif ic 
tone in most pieces of writ ing.

I can  write for a variety of purposes and 
audiences.

I use language and structure appropriate 
for what I am supposed to be writ ing, 
e.g. a newspaper article. 

I organise my writ ing by grouping ideas 
together. I use a clear opening and closing and 
my ideas are sequenced clearly.

I write paragraphs so the ideas are organised. I 
use a range of connectives and  make clear 
links between paragraphs. 

I  use a range of sentences and can vary where 
clauses appear in sentences.

I use adverbs, prepositional phrases and 
expanded noun phrases effectively.

 I use a range of punctuation accurately, including 
inverted commas and some use of semi colons, 
dashes and colons.

I make deliberate word choices and I am 
starting to use a growing range of 
vocabulary.

I spell most words correctly,

I write confidently and my writ ing is shaped to 
meet the needs of  the audience and purpose.

I  use a wide range of mature and sophisticated 
language devices which have the intended 
impact on the reader.

I write imaginatively and with confidence. My 
writ ing is believable because I establish & 
sustain a convincing viewpoint.

I use a variety of powerful language devices that 
have an impact on my reader.

I write imaginatively and develop a 
convincing viewpoint.

I can use very effective language that will 
have an impact on my reader.

I develop my ideas with imaginative 
details. 

I use language which is interesting and 
engaging. 

I write for a variety of purposes and 
audiences.

I use language that is appropriate for the 
level of formality of the text.

I write many dif ferent types of texts. I 
make sure my writ ing is right for the 
purpose and audience, including more 
mature purposes.

I write in an original and engaging way. 

I make sure my writ ing entirely matches 
the audience and purpose of question, 
including more formal purposes.

I can write  for a wide range of  purposes 
and audiences.

I consistently write in a way which 
interests and engages the audience.

I organise my ideas into well thought out 
paragraphs. The reader can follow my ideas 
through my writ ing. 

I use clear ways of joining my paragraphs 
together, i.e. by linking the last sentence of a 
paragraph to the f irst l ine of the next paragraph.

I organise ideasin an increasingly sophisticated 
way. I make sure my reader is engaged in my 
writ ing by guiding them through my points. 

I structure paragraphs so they clearly support my 
purpose, e.g an argument develops. I use linking 
devices within paragraphs, e.g. repetit ion.

I organise ideas in a sophisticated way. I can 
make sure I direct my reader with clear signposts 
and that they know where my viewpoint is going.

I structure paragraphs so they subtly support the 
purpose of my text. I use cohesive devices 
deliberately for impact, referring back to same 
ideas.

I organise my texts in  a sophisticated 
way. Each text is organised in an order 
which suits genre, purpose & audience.

I structure paragraphs carefully so my 
ideas build in a sophisticated manner. 
Links between paragraphs are seamless.

I use accurate standard English grammar.

I use a mixture of sentences to make my writ ing 
more interesting and to show the relationship 
between ideas. 

I use a full range of punctuation accurately.

I use  the full range of sentence types confidently. 
I can use sentences to create effects ,e.g. short 
sentences. for dramatic effect/pace.

I punctuate my work correctly and for effect. I 
make sure that I use a range of consistently 
accurate punctuation. 

I use a range of sentences and know  how to 
create an atmosphere in my writ ing. I can use 
dif ferent sentences to make my reader feel a 
particular way. I use ambitious sentence 
structures, including the correct use of 
semi-colons and colons.  I make sure that I use a 
range of accurate punctuation.

I manipulate sentence structures for effect.  
I can use a range  of sentence structures 
which are appropriate for the audience and 
purpose. I use punctuation in a way which 
subtly aids meaning.

I create ambitious sentence structures.

I use a wide range of vocabulary to match the 
topic, including some appropriate formal and 
technical language.

I spell commonly used words accurately and 
most other words, although I make mistakes with 
more complex words

I use varied and ambitious vocabulary for effect 
which matches my purpose and audience. I use 
technical language, usually accurately.

I spell accurately with occasional mistakes in 
ambitious or complex words, e.g. 
accommodation.

I use varied and ambitious vocabulary for 
effect, including technical/ academic 
language. I make sure it is effective for 
my purpose.

I spell almost all words correctly.

I am able to manipulate vocabulary for 
effect in a range of challenging pieces of 
writ ing. I choose  the correct vocabulary 
for the audience and purpose. My spelling 
is consistently correct in a wide range of 
texts.

1

Transit ional

Criteria

I use some suitable words. I try to 
include basic information.

I occasionally write interesting texts.

I can write for some dif ferent purposes 
and audiences.

I use paragraphs to organise my ideas. I mainly use simple sentences. The connectives I 
use are usually and, but and so. I sometimes mix 
up my tenses, e.g. swap between past and 
present.

I use straightforward punctuation such as full 
stops, capital letters, questions marks, commas 
and exclamation marks.

I choose vocabulary that is simple. I try to use 
words for effect, e.g instead of good, great.

I sometimes spell common and simple words 
correctly such as could and with. I sometimes 
make mistakes with word endings.



2
3
4
5

English - Reading

AO1

Deduce, infer or interpret  
informat ion

AO2

Look at  the writer?s use of  
language, st ructure and 
organizat ion of  texts

AO3

Comment on writer?s 
purposes and opinions

Lit  AO3

Understand texts in relat ion to 
social  and cul tural  context

AO4

Understand, select  or ret rieve 
informat ion. Use quotat ions

(Lit  AO1)

I work things out from dif ferent pieces 
of information.

I notice if  characters feel dif ferently in 
dif ferent parts of the story. I focus 
mainly on the plot.

I pick out basic organizational tools, e.g. bullet points for 
the main reasons. 

I understand why points are structured in a specif ic way, 
e.g. the accident is described f irst to make it dramatic.

I can make simple comments on the writer?s choice of 
words, e.g. ?disgraceful? is a good word to use to show he is 
upset.

I can explain why the text has been written, e.g. 
it?s about why you should go to the dentist. 

I can comment on the writer?s opinion, e.g he 
makes it sound boring. I can talk about the 
effect on reader, e.g. it makes me want to go 
and see it.

I pick out similar features in texts, e.g. 
characters in novels, layout in leaf lets. 

I understand how the writer?s background 
can affect the text, e.g. nationality, age

I understand relevant ideas. 

I can sometimes back up my ideas using 
quotations and textual references, but I 
don?t talk about them in detail.

I form clear opinions about all of the texts I read.

I can explain what is suggested in a text even 
when the meaning is unclear. 

I can question an argument and offer  
alternative ideas.

I apply my own opinion to a text.

I can weigh up evidence and look at strengths and 
weaknesses. 

I can question an argument and I can understand 
what is left unsaid.

I see dif ferent layers of meaning and I try 
to explore them, e.g. look at dif ferent 
effect of language in a range of adverts.

I can comment on the signif icant 
meanings, ideas and events. 

I work things out because I pay attention 
to litt le details from earlier, e.g. I know he 
is lying because he took the letter earlier.

I explain why ideas are discussed in that order for 
effect. I can understand organizational tools, 
sections start with questions to make reader 
interested.

I understand the effect of the writer?s words. 

I identify features writers have used for effect, e.g. 
when it gets to the climax they speak in short 
sentences.

I see that points are ordered to build to a climax or develop 
a character or argument. I can explain the effect if  a writer 
changes perspective or puts two dif ferent ideas next to each 
other.

I explain in detail the language chosen and why. I can work 
out when the tone or mood has changed and why. I can look 
at the language used overall in a text and say what effect it 
creates, e.g. the repetit ion of f lowers makes it peaceful.

I evaluate how the events in a plot are ordered to 
address the themes. I can talk about how effective 
the organization of events are, e.g. whether or not 
a time shif t is effective in a story.

My analysis of language is precise, I use my own 
judgment about the effectiveness of choices, e.g. 
why poem A is more powerful than poem B and 
how the writer?s language choices affect the 
reader, using accurate terminology.

I can explain how the organisation of a text l inks 
to the genre. I can explain and evaluate the 
effectiveness of organisational features  and offer 
alternative ways of organising ideas for effect.

My analysis of language is perceptive. I can 
comment on word choice, grammar and sentence 
structures, using accurate terminology. I can 
explain why a word is effective in context and 
explain the effect on the reader and make links to 
other similar texts.

I know why the text has been written and I 
can summarise the main points, e.g. writer 
is against war and persuades the reader to 
agree. 

I can explain effect on reader, e.g. it makes 
me feel guilty by?

I explain how the writer?s language has affected 
the reader. I can show how the purpose of a text 
can be seen through specif ic words or phrases, 
e.g. the writer uses repetit ion to show. 

I can understand the viewpoint/narrative voice of 
a text and their feelings. 

I evaluate how effectively the writer has 
achieved their purpose and analyse how a 
viewpoint is established or maintained, e.g. f irst 
person narrative. 

I appreciate why devices have the effect they do, 
e.g. dramatic monologues make us feel 
sympathetic.

I make perceptive comments about the writer?s 
purpose. I can make evaluative comments on why a 
certain tone or perspective has been used. 

When analysing a text I can compare the language 
a writer uses to other texts. 

I can make judgments and suggestions which link 
to other texts I have read.

I identify similarit ies and dif ferences 
between texts, e.g. how a story is told in a 
newspaper or a diary extract. 

I understand how history may affect texts, 
e.g. during war

I understand writ ing from dif ferent 
periods, e.g. sonnets, biography, travel 
writ ing. 

I can understand why an idea or topic is 
treated dif ferently by dif ferent people in 
dif ferent t ime periods, and how text 
meanings can change over time.

I appreciate how texts can be inf luenced 
by earlier texts within the same tradition. 

I can understand that the meaning of a 
text may be dif ferent according to who is 
reading it and when.

In my analysis  I can make links to the time a text 
was written and how this has inf luenced the 
language and themes.

I can explain how audiences from dif ferent eras 
might react to such texts.

I pick out the important ideas, 
information and events. 

I can f ind useful quotations that support 
my ideas.

I pick out and summarise the important 
ideas from dif ferent sources. I can pull 
together ideas from dif ferent texts to 
make sense of them. 

I pick out specif ic words and analyse 
them closely, I can write a lot about a 
litt le. 

I can link the ideas I?ve read to other 
knowledge that isn?t in the text, e.g. I can 
explain what a simile reminds me of.

I can select a range of relevant quotations to 
validate my ideas.

I can offer examples from the text to explain my 
views convincingly.

I can crit ically evaluate the text.
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I work out basic ideas from the info 
I?m given, e.g. I know he?s upset 
because it says ?he?s crying?.

I generally see how ideas are organized 
but I can?t explain why they are set out 
this way.

I make basic comments about language, 
e.g. there are lots of adjectives

I usually understand why the text has 
been written, e.g. the writer doesn?t l ike 
violence

I understand when and where a book is 
set. I can link books together that are 
similar, e.g. by same author

I understand the most obvious points in a 
text. I can pick out the useful information
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